
If not properly executed, forwarding operations present a risk of damage to forest soils, which can impact 
water quality and future tree growth. Such damage may include compaction, rutting, erosion and nutrient 
loss. FERIC created this guide to help forwarder operators choose the best working techniques to avoid 
damaging forest soils during harvesting operations. It provides good practices, guidelines on operating 
when soil strength is reduced, and tips on working around wetlands and during winter operations.

The contents represent 
excerpts from FERIC’s 
“Preventing soil damage 
in the Boreal and Acadian 
forests of Eastern Canada: 
A practical guide for forest 
operations”.

Published by FERIC’s Forest 
Technology and Transfer 
Initiative (FITT), based in 
Sault Ste. Marie. FITT is 
a program that provides 
forestry contractors and 
the forest industry in 
northern Ontario with a 
range of services to help 
keep abreast of the latest 
innovations, working 
methods and developments 
in technology.

For more information about this 
guide or the FITT program,  
please contact:
 
Brad Sutherland 
FERIC’s Ontario liaison and  
FITT Coordinator 
Telephone: 705-541-5659 
Email: brad-s.ssm@mtl.feric.ca

How to Prevent 
Soil Damage 
During  

Forwarding Good practices
Stay in harvester trails to maximize travel on a brush mat. 

If soils are wet, reduce load size until conditions improve.

Forward with an optimum load size when ground strength 
premits so as to limit the number of cycles in a block. 

When crossing soft areas: 
Start with a partial load furthest from roadside to limit 
machine weight.
Top up loads on higher strength 
ground closest to 
roadside.
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2.

3.

4.
•

•

Forward downhill whenever possible, and avoid forwarding 
across slopes to reduce wheel slippage and tearing of the 
forest floor.

5.
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Before breakthrough occurs, reinforce trails with additional 
brush mat where required:

Where sharp turns or maneuvering is expected,  
such as trail junctions.

Where soil strength is reduced. 
On high-use main trails.

6.

Landing
Travel in reverse when 
empty, to prevent 
damage from turning 
in the block.
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Rut depth is influenced by soil strength and 
the number of passes over the same trail. 
Where trails are not protected by brush mats, 
soil compaction may occur after only four or 
five machine passes, or less if soil moisture is 
near saturation. On fine-textured saturated 
soils, ruts can be formed in only one pass.

Swales, drainage ways, seepages and organic 
pockets are often saturated year round and 
may not freeze sufficiently in the winter. Soil 
strength is usually low and machine travel 
can easily result in rutting and disruptions to 
natural drainage systems.

Promote frost penetration on sensitive areas 
and high traffic areas such as landings near 
roadsides by packing or blading the snow in 
advance. Allow sufficient time (typically, at 
least overnight) for frost penetration.

Avoid forwarding 
within sensitive 
areas in the dark.

If in doubt about 
operating conditions:

Move to better ground 
until conditions 
improve.

Change your 
operating technique to 
avoid damage.

Check with your 
supervisor about 
options.

•

•

•

Stop, 
before it’s 
too late!

Depth of frost required for protection
Soil type Compaction Rutting

Mineral > 15 cm 7 – 15 cm

Organic 50 cm if wet
70 cm if dry

Operating when soil 
strength is reduced

Working around wetlands

Winter operations

Low soil strength:
High risk of rutting and/or 
compaction

Low to medium soil 
strength:
Some risk of compaction

High soil strength:
Low risk of compaction

Check soil wetness using a  
simple hand consistency test

Is the ground 
frozen? Check 
the depth of 
frost penetration 
required for 
protection from 
machine traffic.

Reuse trails! 
Use existing harvester 
trails where the 
insulating snow layer 
is packed and frost 
penetration is deeper.

Avoid working in or crossing wetlands!

Forward low-lying  
areas first during dry 
weather.

If rainfall reduces soil 
strength, move to higher 
ground until area recovers.

Wet 

Moist 

Dry

Forward as soon as possible 
after felling, to avoid watering-
up of the site which will reduce 
the soil strength.

Without tracks With tracks

53.4
107.7

Ground pressure (kPA)

20 290
9330

Contact area (cm²)

Note: Example is for eigh-wheel 14-tonne forwarder. 

For selected stream crossings, apply approved 
methods and structures to allow machine 
passage without restricting water flow and to 
avoid introduction of soil or debris into streams. 

Portable steel or wooden planks can be loaded, 
transported and positioned over the streams by 
the forwarder’s loader.

Utilize tracks on bogies for a significant 
reduction in ground pressure. 


